
The pros prefer Sta-Rite® pumps for their power, efficient  

performance, and super-quiet operation. The new  

Dyna-Pro® pool and spa pump is the latest member of  

this high-performance family. We’ve packed everything  

we’ve learned during 25 years of innovation into Dyna-Pro,  

to make it highly efficient, easy to maintain and incredibly  

reliable. And since we introduced the first non-corrosive  

thermoplastic swimming pool pump, we know something 

about durability. Dyna-Pro is constructed of our exclusive  

thermoplastic composite resin, so you can be sure it will  

stand up to the harshest conditions. For long, dependable  

service year after year, choose Dyna-Pro.

• Precision-fit internal components and a specially  

 designed sound-dampening base make pump operation  

 incredibly quiet.

• Superior hydraulic design and optional energy-efficient   

 motor deliver effortless performance, energy savings and  

 extended pump life.

• Heavy-duty construction and a motor rated for continuous  

 operation make Dyna-Pro a tough, long-lasting performer.

• The high-capacity trap holds a large amount of debris, so  

 you clean less often.

• The Cam and Ramp™ lid is easy to remove and locks in  

 place with a quarter turn, making inspection and   

 cleaning a breeze.

The quiet combination of efficiency, durability, and power
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Cleaning is simple and quick
Cam and Ramp™ lid is off and on with a quarter-turn.

Service with a smile
Quick-disconnect plumbing unions mean faster  
disassembly, so you save money on shorter  
service calls.

Extend time between cleanings
6" extra-large-capacity trap collects more  
debris, which means a lot less maintenance.

Lower your utility bill
Optional energy-efficient motor saves on electricity.

Expertly engineered
Innovative hydraulic design moves more water  
with less effort, reducing operating costs.

We got it right on all counts
The reputation Sta-Rite® has for top-of-the-line equipment is unrivaled in 

the pool industry. We got there by gaining the confidence of professional 

builders, and ultimately by satisfying pool owners. Every pump feature has 

been engineered to answer the needs of today’s savvy buyer—high  

eff iciency, low maintenance and reliability. Nobody does it better!

Save money on energy costs
Superior f low dynamics effortlessly move more water to help reduce 

operating costs. Dyna-Pro® pumps feature optional energy-eff icient 

motors, which help lower electrical costs even more.

Less maintenance time
When cleaning is required, a simple quarter-turn of the 

exclusive Cam and Ramp™ lid gives you easy access to the 

ultra-sized strainer basket. Simply empty the basket, and 

re-attach the see-through lid…you’re done in seconds.

Durable and rugged for long life
Only the best materials are used to build lasting quality into each pump. 

On the outside, Sta-Rite’s exclusive thermoplastic composite resin weathers 

temperature extremes and will never corrode. On the inside, a heavy-

duty shaft seal and impeller stand tough against harsh chemicals.

Available from:

Performance Curves
Available in 1⁄2 to 21⁄2 HP models.

E.  MPRA6EL/MPEA6EL/MPE6DL
F.  MPRA6FL/MPEA6FL/MPRA6YFL/MPE6EL
G.  MPRA6GL/MPEA6GL/MPEA6YGL/MPE6FL
H.  MPEAA6GL/MPEAA6YGL/MPE6GL

KEY 
A.   MPRA6YFL
B.  MPEA6YGL
C.  MPEAA6YGL
D. MPRA6DL/MPEA6DL/MPE6CL

One-year limited warranty. See warranty for details.


